Expert panel

Current challenges for cash management

**Content**
- Discussion of current trends in the above topics
- Visit to the Bundesbank’s Mainz branch

**Target group**
This expert panel is targeted at mid- and senior-level experts and managers with at least five years of work experience in cash management. Participants will be expected to actively contribute to the panel by holding a subject-specific presentation that provides useful insights, views and ideas for the other participants on the expert panel.

Participants will be asked to prepare a 20-30 minute presentation focusing on the following aspects:
- How the national cash cycle is organised
- Cash handling in their country: current status
- Significant challenges in cash management
- Vision and projects for the future

**Duration**
1 – 3 April 2020 (3 days)

**Deadline for application**
7 February 2020

**Venue**
Frankfurt

**Objective**
The purpose of this panel is to discuss current challenges in the world of cash management and to illuminate recent developments, such as changes in the cash cycle and the roles played by the central bank, digitalisation and IT solutions, serial number reading and big data, automation in cash processing, state-of-the-art cash handling processes.

The expert panel serves as a platform for central bankers in cash management looking to share their views, opinions and experiences.